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I wonder how much of our life we spend waiting on stuff? This morning, When I was little I used to wake up 
Christmas morning, hours before I was allowed to wake my parents. I would sit there and wait a seemingly 
endless time to get to head downstairs and open presents. At this point in my life most of my waiting is 
slightly more boring. This morning I waited for the chimney workers who were an hour late to work on our 
fireplace. It seems like we spend almost every day waiting at some point, for something.


But there’s a different kind of waiting, a harder kind. There’s the waiting we do when struggles of life hit. We 
live in this weird world where Jesus has already died for us and given us salvation, but the hardships in life 
persist - we’re not home yet. All of us have days when we’re tired of the junk, tired of waiting for God to 
seemingly move. 


Psalm 130 is a Psalm of patience. It’s also one of the Psalm of Ascents, meaning it would have been sung by 
the Jews on their way up the mountain during the pilgrimage to Jerusalem each year. Take in the words, 
reading it a few times.


Psalm 130:1-6 (NIV) 
A song of ascents. 
1  
Out of the depths I cry to you, Lord; 
2  
    Lord, hear my voice. 
Let your ears be attentive 
    to my cry for mercy. 
3  
If you, Lord, kept a record of sins, 
    Lord, who could stand? 
4  
But with you there is forgiveness, 
    so that we can, with reverence, serve you. 
5  
I wait for the Lord, my whole being waits, 
    and in his word I put my hope. 
6  
I wait for the Lord 
    more than watchmen wait for the morning, 
    more than watchmen wait for the morning. 

Patience is one of the fruits of the Spirit. It’s something we’re all supposed to have, but really hard to build. 
As Christians, patience during struggle is really only possible because we can trust that God is at work, even 
when we don’t see it. His plan is intricate and complex, beyond what we could ever understand. 


That’s why the Psalmist cried out to the Lord, not against the Lord out of the depths. He knows that God is 
the only solution to his despair, so he cries out to him. He then recounts his and God’s reality. He is a sinner, 
and God is the one who forgives his sin. The result is that he waits for God with an extreme resolve. A 
watchman’s wait for the morning is extremely long and tedious. 


But patience is also something we can build on earth. We live in a world of instant gratification. Hungry? You 
can get whatever you want in less then an hour (often quicker). Our smart devices have made us even less 
patient. Part of developing patience is to practice it - to disconnect from the things and situations that make 
us impatient and to spend time in other, slower disciplines like prayer and study instead. Patience doesn’t 
come easy, but the Lord does ask it of us. When we live as followers of Christ, one of the hardest parts is 
that we choose to submit to His plan and His timing, knowing that its better than our own!


